The exact exchange of density functional theory is used to calculate the electronic structure of the antiferromagnetic (type II) phases of the transition-metal monoxides MnO, FeO, CoO, and NiO at T ¼ 0.
The treatment of strongly correlated systems is one of the great challenges for density functional theory (DFT). Prototype systems of this class are the transition-metal monoxides MnO, FeO, CoO, and NiO. Neither the local density approximation (LDA) nor the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) reproduce the antiferromagnetic (type II-AF II) ground states of FeO and CoO [1] [2] [3] . In addition, the gaps predicted for MnO and NiO are marginal and therefore far from experiment. This has prompted the application of semiempirical modifications of the LDA and GGA, as the self-interaction corrected (SIC) LDA [4, 5] , the LDA þ U approach [6] and various hybrid schemes [7] . Alternatively, the LDA is combined with explicitly correlated methods, as in the LDA þ DMFT method [8] . All these approaches yield insulating ground states for the four monoxides and predict gaps of the right order of magnitude. In detail, however, the results differ significantly.
The success of the SIC-LDA, LDA þ U and hybrid schemes primarily stems from their improved cancellation of the electronic self-interaction in the direct Coulomb potential. A complete and parameter-free cancellation of the self-interaction is provided by the exact exchange (EXX) of DFT (for an overview see [9] ). In this contribution we demonstrate that this ab initio DFT approach resolves the problems of the LDA and GGA with the insulating ground states and predicts band gaps and magnetic moments in good agreement with experiment. In particular, the EXX gaps and moments follow the experimental trends through the 3d series.
First attempts to apply the exact exchange to the transition-metal monoxides were made a decade ago. An LMTO-ASA calculation for MnO [10] demonstrated that the EXX scheme provides an improved density of states for this compound. On the other hand, an EXX calculation for FeO [11] did not lead to the desired insulating behavior (see Fig. 1 ). However, in this work the multiplicative EXX potential was evaluated in the Krieger-Li-Iafrate (KLI) approximation [12] . While the KLI approximation reproduces the exact EXX potential of atoms and diatomic molecules quite well [13] , it has recently become clear that it does not accurately account for directional information in the exchange potential [14] .
In the present contribution we therefore apply the exact EXX potential, which is obtained from the optimized potential method (OPM) [15] . All calculations are per- formed within the plane-wave pseudopotential (PWPP) approach for the exact exchange [16] , utilizing normconserving, relativistic EXX pseudopotentials [17] . The valence space of Fe includes the 4s state as well as the complete M shell: In spite of the energetic separation of the 3s, 3p from the 3d state, EXX pseudopotential calculations necessarily have to be based on the complete shell, as the overlap (interaction) of the semicore states with the 3d-states is too large to be neglected in the Fock integral. The corresponding cutoff radii are given in Table I , together with the associated plane-wave cutoffs E cut . The sensitivity of the results to the cutoff radii and energies has been checked by variation of these parameters. Figure 1 demonstrates that the values of Table I lead to converged results. As the exchange potential is much smoother than the nuclear Coulomb potential, a reduced energy cutoff (X cut ) has been applied for v x . The value of 96 Ry used gives essentially the same results as a cutoff of only 80 Ry.
All calculations have been done for the rocksalt structure, thus ignoring the rhombohedral distortion of the unit cell. For the lattice constants the experimental values have been chosen (see Table I ). The exact exchange has been combined with the LDA for correlation (VWN) [18] . In the self-consistent calculations 20 special k points have been used for integration over the first Brillouin zone. Essentially the same results are obtained with 10 special k points. Spin-orbit coupling of the valence electrons has been neglected-it has no relevant effect on the properties considered [7] .
The band structures and densities of states (DOS) resulting from this approach are shown in Figs. 2-5. All four compounds are found to be insulating. In the case of MnO the EXX-DOS, which agrees very well with the corresponding LMTO-ASA result [10] , has some similarity with the SIC LDA, LDA þ U, and hybrid data [5, 7] . One finds strong hybridization of the Mn 3d and O 2p states, with the latter contributing about 50% to the DOS just below the Fermi energy. This observation is consistent with the experimental findings that the band gap is of mixed Mott-Hubbard-charge-transfer character [19] [20] [21] (the net charge in a sphere of radius 2.6 bohr around an oxygen atom is about 1.7). The EXX-DOS also shows the very slow rise above the Fermi level found with the LDA þ U approach.
The agreement between EXX and LDA þ U results [7] is less close for FeO, although the basic structure of the DOS is again similar. The most pronounced feature is an extremely narrow valence band, which is separated by more than 2 eV from the hybridized majority-spin Fe 3d and O 2p states below (the charge transfered to the oxygen atoms is again about 1.6). The small band width is a result of the enhanced 3d localization, resulting from the exact SIC. The nature of this narrow valence band is illustrated in Fig. 6 , which shows the corresponding orbital density for the spin-up channel at the À point. As indicated by the [7] ), plane-wave cutoff E cut , cutoff X cut for v x . For oxygen r c;s ¼ r c;p ¼ 1:0 bohr has been applied. [18] , using the full OPM for the evaluation of the exchange potential. Also shown are the total (solid, black line) and partial densities of states: O2p-dashed, red line; Mn3d with majority "-dotted, green line; Mn3d with majority #-dash-dotted, blue line. majority spins at the iron sites, the valence state belongs to the minority-spin channel at the site at which it is located. Closer inspection of Fig. 6 demonstrates that this state has rather pure 3ðz 0 Þ 2 À r 2 character in the coordinate system with the z 0 axis perpendicular to the AF II planes (j3ðz
). This a 1g state (in the rhombohedral nomenclature) has exactly the same orbital character and the same symmetry as the corresponding LDA þ U band [22] . As indicated by the LDA þ U results, the proper elimination of the self-interaction stabilizes this t 2g state (with respect to the cubic axis) so much that a population imbalance of three t 2g states is energetically favorable and a gap emerges.
Two minority-spin t 2g states are filled in the case of CoO. These bands are separated from the majority-spin bands by about 1.5 eV, in contrast to the situation in all other approaches, in which these states merge with the majority-spin bands. A similar picture is observed for NiO, where the minority-spin t 2g states are now completely filled. While their separation from the majority-spin bands shrinks to about 0.5 eV, the gap between these occupied bands is still clearly visible. For both compounds the width of the minority-spin t 2g bands is rather small, in line with the very small admixture of O 2p states to these bands. At the same time, the exchange splitting resulting from the EXX (2.2 eV for the Ni atom, 3.3 eV for Co) dominates over the ligand field splitting, unlike the situation in the LDA, for which no clear energetic ordering is obtained [1] . As a result of the small band width and the large exchange splitting the minority-spin t 2g states separate from the majority-spin bands.
While the narrow width of the minority-spin e g band is no longer crucial for the formation of a gap in NiO (as it is in the LDA), the basic mechanism behind the gap still is the intersublattice coupling of the AF II structure [1] . This picture is confirmed by EXX results for completely unpolarized NiO, i.e., for the phase in which all local magnetic moments are suppressed (this phase should not be mixed up with the experimental paramagnetic phase above the Néel temperature in which local magnetic moments persist). The corresponding ground state is found to be metallic and 9 eV (per NiO molecule) higher in energy than the AF II state. This emphasizes the predominant role of the magnetic ordering for the ground state of NiO within DFT.
The (fundamental) band gaps and spin magnetic moments obtained with the EXX scheme are listed in Table II . The agreement of the EXX þ VWN results with the experimental data is surprisingly good, given the fact that the LDA for correlation is not a particularly well-suited functional for use with the exact exchange [9] (concerning the magnetic moments of FeO and CoO one should note that one finds an orbital magnetic moment of the order of 0:7 B for FeO and 1-2 B for CoO [7, [23] [24] [25] , which has to be added to the spin moments listed, when comparing with experimental data). Clearly, one would expect significant modifications, when replacing the LDA by some orbitaldependent correlation functional, as the RPA [10, 26, 27] . Any more detailed comparison with experiment therefore has to wait until corresponding results are available.
One should also note that the Kohn-Sham spectra in Figs. 2-5 correspond to an energy-independent selfenergy. It is obvious that the transition to some energydependent approximation, e.g., in the sense of the GW approach, will lead to further modification. Our results nevertheless show that the mere opening of a gap in these materials can be obtained with the standard multiplicative potential of DFT, if an appropriate exchange-correlation potential and a full potential method are used. The EXX þ VWN states should provide a better starting point for GW or DMFT calculations than LDA bands.
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